Diversifying the options for interacting with patients

Shared medical appointments or group visits have proven to be a promising way of providing planned care to older and chronically ill patients with two powerful added attractions—patient peer support and improved practice efficiency

Many commentators over the years have lamented the “tyranny” of the brief office visit. The urgency of patient problems, the short duration of office visits and the tendency of clinicians to talk far more than they listen leaves little time for human interaction, much less preventive care and routine chronic illness management. Rushed, problem-oriented visits have been implicated as a major reason that roughly one-half of Americans with chronic illness are not receiving effective care.1 In addition to negative impacts on the process of care, substantial percentages of American sicker adults report that their doctors do not answer their important questions (24%), do not tell them about their treatment or ask their opinions (50%), and do not make treatment goals clear (27%).2 These data help explain the observation that chronically ill individuals report lower satisfaction with care than do others and that, among individuals with a specific condition such as diabetes, satisfaction declines with increasing severity of illness.3 Respondents in other developed nations report somewhat better communication, but not by much.

Patients are not the only ones frustrated. The daily grind of a relentless series of these brief encounters contributes to the growing dissatisfaction of American primary care doctors, who, unlike some of their European counterparts, rarely see patients in other settings such as in their homes or even in the hospital. The enthusiasm for new models of primary care, based on the Chronic Care and Medical Home models in the U.S.4,5 is, in part, driven by frustration with this style of practice and its deleterious impacts on the doctor–patient relationship, professional well-being, and quality of care. A long day comprising mostly short office visits with often frustrating outcomes has been called the “treadmill” by Tom Bodenheimer,4 and treadmill practice appears to be harmful to the health of patients, especially the chronically ill, and to the well-being of practitioners.

One healthy response to the deficiencies and demands of the treadmill is to diversify the ways of communicating with patients. This was a recommendation of the Institute of Medicine’s report, “Crossing the Quality Chasm”7. Diversification is not simply to reduce stress for the practice team. A range of communication modalities enables practices to tailor interaction methods to the clinical needs and preferences of patients and their families. For example, multiple studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of telephone follow-up, which now can include electronic monitoring of patient status.8 Recent studies are suggesting that e-mail may be another attractive option for interacting with patients remotely.9 Kilo describes a high performing practice designed around the needs of patients in which 80% of their interactions with patients are by telephone or e-mail.10

But electronic communication cannot totally replace face-to-face interactions if we are to achieve effective clinical management and continuous healing relationships.7 If brief, problem-focused office visits are not meeting the needs of many patients, especially the chronically ill, how might they be improved? One common characteristic of acute care visits is that they are, almost by definition, unplanned. The agenda is determined by the urgency of the presenting problem, the time available and the priorities of the clinician. If urgency is high, time is short, and the priority is to resolve the acute problem, the quieter needs of prevention and chronic illness management often are put off for another day. In contrast, prenatal, well-child and preventive care visits have clear agendas, which is to assure that patients receive recommended services in a timely way. Planned or structured chronic care visits attempt to do the same for the chronically ill.11,12

Planned visits are focused on meeting patient chronic care needs. These include providing recommended assessments and preventive interventions, adjusting clinical management, reviewing and supporting patient self-management, and arranging follow-up. Non-physician staff tend to play major roles in planned visits from overseeing their organisation to providing various services by standing orders.

Planned visits can be conducted with individual patients or with groups of patients. Shared medical appointments or group visits as nicely described by Kirsh and colleagues in this issue (see page 349) have proven in several studies to be a promising way of providing planned care to older and chronically ill patients with two powerful added attractions—patient peer support and improved practice efficiency.13 Group visits have now been implemented in a wide variety of practice settings and with diverse patient populations, and lessons have been learnt. First, many practitioners and their patients fail to appreciate that shared medical appointments or group visits are just that—an alternative way of conducting routine office visits for patients accepting of a group setting. They are not one-time special events or patient education classes, although they often have important educational components. They are medical appointments conducted in a group context. Second, the words “group” or “shared” indicate that patient participation and communication are central. The interactions among patients are the most compelling feature of group visits for most patients, but helping providers avoid dominating the agenda and limiting patient to patient communication requires training and ongoing coaching. Third, generally less than one-half of patients invited to attend group visits accept the invitation, and attendance tends to be spotty. Reasonable hypotheses are that receptivity and attendance will be better in practices that enthusiastically endorse the approach, and among groups that meet at regular intervals and are highly interactive.

Despite the interest in group visits, and their mention in the new models of primary care, rigorous evaluation has been limited to a few randomised trials targeting high-utilising older patients and those with diabetes, headaches and cardiovascular disease.14 Evaluations to date suggest that group visits regularly increase patient satisfaction and improve care processes, but impacts on outcomes such as HbA1c levels have been mixed. Kirsh and colleagues achieved impressive reductions in HbA1c, LDL cholesterol and systolic blood pressure compared with non-randomised controls. Their positive
impacts on disease control measures, in contrast to other diabetes group-visit trials, may reflect the fact that the Cleveland VA group implemented shared medical appointments as an integral element of a major quality improvement effort to redesign their practice in accord with the Chronic Care Model.

In addition to the advantages to patients mentioned above, the routine use of group visits can increase office efficiency with reasonable group sizes (12–20 patients/group). In most settings with which we have worked, practices have been able to bill insurers for a brief visit with each group member if they have a brief personal conversation with each patient (not necessarily in private) and document the findings in the chart. Once they get the hang of it, most physicians value this new role for themselves and the different perspectives it gives them about their patients.15 Clearly, there is much more to learn about group visits and their effectiveness, but evidence to date suggests that they should be considered a valuable option for older and chronically ill patients.
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